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Abstract—Operating in unlicensed ISM bands, ZigBee devices
often yield poor throughput and packet reception ratio due to
the interference from ever increasing wireless devices in 2.4 GHz
band. Although there have been many efforts made for interfer-
ence avoidance, they come at the cost of miscellaneous overhead,
which oppositely hurts channel utilization. Our empirical results
show that, a specific interference is likely to have different
influence on different outbound links of a ZigBee sender, which
indicates the chance of concurrent transmissions. Based on this
insight, we propose Smoggy-Link, a practical protocol to exploit
the potential concurrency for adaptive ZigBee transmissions un-
der harsh interference. Smoggy-Link maintains an accurate link
model to describe and trace the relationship between interference
and link quality of the sender’s outbound links. With such a
link model, Smoggy-Link can obtain fine-grained spatiotemporal
link information through a low-cost interference identification
method. The link information is further utilized for adaptive link
selection and intelligent transmission schedule. We implement
and evaluate a prototype of our approach with TinyOS and
TelosB motes. The evaluation results show that Smoggy-Link has
consistent improvements in both throughput and packet reception
ratio under interference from various interferer.

I. INTRODUCTION

The explosive growth of wireless and mobile devices boosts

proliferation of heterogeneous network technologies on the

2.4 GHz ISM (Industrial Scientific Medical) band. Typical

examples include Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Bluetooth, 2.4 GHz cordless

phones, surveillance cameras, game controllers, and 2.4 GHz

RFID. While those technologies bring to people a lot of

convenience and efficiency, a serious problem attracts increas-

ing attention: spectrum sharing among incompatible wireless

technologies has led to a severe cross-technology interference

problem [1–5], especially for the low-power technologies such

as ZigBee [4, 5].

The existing approaches of interference resolution largely

aim at communicating over non-overlapping segments of

the spectrum [6–8]. The ISM band is becoming increas-

ingly crowded, making it difficult to find an interference-

free channel. This led the researchers to focus on developing

interference avoidance solution in time domain [4, 9, 10].

These time domain solutions usually come at the cost of

sacrificing the efficiency of channel utilization for conservative

backoff, which limits network throughput. Clearly, there is an

inherent conflict between interference avoidance and channel

utilization. This motivates us to reconsider the way to handle

interference from a new aspect.

Instead of merely avoiding the interference, we argue that

there actually exists abundant opportunity to transmit packets

concurrently with the interference. Our key observation in

Section III shows that a specific interference is likely to have

different influence on different outbound links of a ZigBee

sender. Even under strong interference, such as Wi-Fi, there is

still certain chance for any one of the receivers to successfully

decode the sender’s packet. This is due to implementations and

behaviors of wireless communication techniques such as DSSS

(direct-sequence spread spectrum) modulation scheme and

exposed terminal phenomenon. Exploiting such opportunities

can significantly improve network throughput.
However, we may meet two critical challenges towards the

above goal: first, considering the dynamic network environ-

ment, the feasible concurrency pattern (which link can concur-

rently transmit) usually seems unpredictable and changeable,

thus we need an accurate link model to describe and trace the

relationship between the interference and the quality of each

outbound link. Second, to avoid the collision between the ACK

and the interference, which would undermine link estimation,

we need to carefully schedule transmission of ACKs to make it

arrive at the sender during the idle space between interference

frame clusters.
In this paper, we propose Smoggy-Link, a practical protocol

to exploit the potential concurrency for adaptive transmission

under interference. The idea of Smoggy-Link is based on our

observations that link quality is highly related to interference.

Therefore, given the feasibility of interference identification

according to the featured patterns of interference signals, we

can utilize the low-cost interference information, to obtain

fine-grained spatiotemporal link information. The link infor-

mation can be further utilized for adaptive link selection

for concurrent transmissions. In addition, we also observe

predictable patterns of data arrival process of interferences.

This enables a node to predict the idle space of the interference

and intelligently schedule the transmission of data and ACKs

to achieve both high channel utilization and low ACK collision

probability. The contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

• Based on the observation of the abundant opportunity

for concurrent transmissions, we propose Smoggy-Link,

an adaptive transmission protocol that can fully exploit

concurrency to maximize the network throughput while

achieving expected packet reception ratio.
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• We present a novel link model to accurately characterize

the relationship between link quality and the interference.

The model is utilized to estimate the link quality and idle

space distribution under different interference in realtime.

• We implement and evaluate a prototype of our approach

with TinyOS and TelosB motes. The evaluation results

show that Smoggy-Link has consistent improvements in

both throughput and packet reception ratio under inter-

ference from various interferers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

summarizes the related work. In Section III we present our

empirical measurement study that motivates this work. The

design of Smoggy-Link is given in Sections V, VI and VII. In

Section VIII we evaluate Smoggy-Link’s performance through

extensive experiments. Section IX concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Wireless interference

Wireless links are unreliable and prone to losses due to noise

and interference [4, 11–17], and thus wireless interference has

been the topic of much recent researches. Work in this area

falls under two broad categories:

Interference avoidance. To avoid the interference, early

MAC layer protocols, such as B-MAC [12] and X-MAC

[13] will conduct CCA before each transmission and perform

exponential backoff if the channel is busy. However, since the

potential interference is fundamentally uncertain and difficult

to be accurately predicted, size of the backoff window is

usually conservatively chosen. Thus a lot of idle slots are left

unused in the channel. To further improve channel utilization,

the authors of [4] propose an approach to enable ZigBee to

transmit packets during the white space of the interference

by learning transmission characteristics of the interferences.

However, its theoretical upper bound is still m time slots to

transmit m wireless packets. Smoggy-Link, on the other hand,

enables different senders to transmit concurrently without

interfering with each other.

Interference tolerance. Different from interference avoid-

ance, the idea of interference tolerance enables the sender

to transmit concurrently with the interference. For example,

protocols like Flash Flooding [18], Chorus [19] and Glossy

[20] attempt to exploit capture effect for concurrent data

transmission. However, they can be only applied in flooding or

broadcasting scenarios, where transmitted packets must carry

the same data. Based on the understanding of basic timing

and requirements of concurrency, CoCo [21] advocates simul-

taneous accesses from multiple senders to a shared channel.

However, CoCo rely on control packets to adjust transmission

probability of different senders, which limits its application in

cross-technology concurrency. Unlike these schemes, however,

Smoggy-Link delivers a transmission system that enables

concurrency with multiple different wireless technologies.

B. Interference Awareness

It has been shown that accurate interference identification is

feasible and profitable for interference resolving approaches.

Fig. 1: Experiment Setup.

For example, ZiSense [22] utilize the featured patterns of the

interferences to avoid the unnecessary wake-ups. CrossZig

[14] features physical layer hints to infer and recognize

interference patterns and harnesses this to adapt the recovery

mechanism. SoNIC [23] proposes a method to classify non-

ZigBee interferences which helps to identify the corrupted bits.

Our work aims at bridging the above two directions. Based

on interference identification, we can obtain fine-grained spa-

tiotemporal link information which helps to design more

efficient concurrency approach.

III. IMPACT OF CROSS-TECHNOLOGY INTERFERENCE ON

ZIGBEE

To better understand how the cross-technology interference

impacts on ZigBee, we conduct empirical studies under dif-

ferent interferences. We focus on three technologies that are

prevalent in today’s network environments: Bluetooth, Wi-Fi

and Microwave.

A. Experimental Setup

We deployed ten TelosB nodes in a corridor in a university

building. The deployment scenario is depicted in Figure 1.

Node 1 acts as a sender and Node 2-10 act as the receivers.

The links between the sender and the receivers are denoted as

Link 2-10. The transmission power of the sender is tuned to

level 5. The experiments are conducted in the 12th channel.

In the experiment, the sender periodically broadcasts 54-

byte payload packets at a rate of 100 packets per second,

during which the receivers listen and record the sequence

numbers of the received packets. In each run, we place one

interferer (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or microwave oven) at one of

the marked positions (A or B) in Figure 1. In each location,

the interferer would be turned ON and generate interference

signal for a period of 5 min. We compute the observed Packet

Reception Ratio (PRR) first when the interferer is turned OFF

and next when it is ON.

B. Impact of Wi-Fi

We create Wi-Fi interference using an iPhone 6S smart-

phone as AP and another iPhone 6S smartphone as clint. The

data rate is not constant when the interference is ON and it

ranges from 2Mbps ∼ 8Mbps. In each experiment, we fix the

locations of the ZigBee nodes and place both the Wi-Fi AP

and Clint at location A or B, 50 cm away from each other.

Figure 2(a) shows the PRR of different ZigBee links with

and without interference from Wi-Fi. We can see from the
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(a) Average Packet Reception Ratio (b) RSSI (c) Packet Reception Ratio

Fig. 2: Impact of Wi-Fi.

(a) Average Packet Reception Ratio (b) RSSI (c) Packet Reception Ratio

Fig. 3: Impact of Bluetooth.

(a) Average Packet Reception Ratio (b) RSSI (c) Packet Reception Ratio

Fig. 4: Impact of Microwave.

figure that the Wi-Fi interference is likely to have different

impact on different links, thus there is strong possibility for

any one of the receivers to successfully decode the sender’s

packet even under an ongoing Wi-Fi interference. For example,

when the interferer is located at A, the PRRs of the Links 2-

4 is less than 50%, while that of Links 8-10 exceed 80%,

indicating that the sender can transmit packets concurrently

with the interference via Links 8-10. Figure 2(b) gives an

explanation of the above phenomenon: the receivers located

far away from the interference (such as Receivers 8-10) suffer

the interference with lower RSSI than that located close to the

interference (such as the Receivers 2-4).

In addition, Figure 2(a) also shows that different interfer-

ences would have different impact on the links. Specifically,

the impact from the Wi-Fi interferer located at A (denoted

as Wi-Fi A) is completely different from that from the Wi-Fi

interferer located at B (denoted as Wi-Fi B). For example,

when Wi-Fi A is ON, PRR of Node 2 is only 20.9%, while

that of Node 10 reaches 86.8%. However, when Wi-Fi B is

ON, the results are exactly reversed. The above observation

implies that we need an interference-aware link estimator to

estimate the PRRs of a sender’s outbound links under different

interferences. However, this requires that the PRR of a link is

stable under a certain interference.

We show the impact of different interferences in time-

domain in Figure 2(c). Specifically, Figure 2(c) plots the PRR

traces of Link 2 under interferences from the Wi-Fi interferer

located at A and B, respectively (although not shown here,
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these results generalize for other links as well). The figure tells

that although the link under different interferers exhibit distinct

PRRs, the link quality is stable under a certain interference,

especially when the PPR is high. This demonstrates the feasi-

bility of link estimation based on the interference information.

C. Impact of Bluetooth

Then we evaluate the interference generated by Bluetooth.

Bluetooth uses frequency hopping across a 79 MHz band in

the 2.402-2.480 GHz range, occupying 1 MHz at any point in

time. We generate the Bluetooth interference by transferring

a large file between two iPhone 6S smartphones with a data

rate of 1 ∼ 2Mbps.

We plot in Figure 3(a) the PRR obtained by different links,

in the presence and absence of the Bluetooth interference.

Compared with Wi-Fi, the Bluetooth causes less impact on

link quality although it has higher RSSI as shown in Figures

3(a) and 3(b). This is because the Bluetooth exhibits a lower

occupancy level than Wi-Fi due to the frequency hopping

technology. In addition, Figure 3(c) shows that link quality is

stable under the interference from Bluetooth, which is similar

to that under Wi-Fi.

D. Impact of Microwave Oven

We use a residential microwave oven, the Galanz

G90F25CN3L-C2(G2), to generate the microwave interfer-

ence. We heat a litre of water in the microwave to emulate

an interference typical to that emitted by these appliances.

Experimental results are shown in Figure 4. As shown in the

figures, except that microwave oven have less impact on link

quality than Wi-Fi, the pattern of the link quality under the

impact of microwave oven is similar with that under Wi-Fi

and Bluetooth.

E. Summery

Based on the above experiments, the performance of ZigBee

under different interferences can be summarized as follows:

• A specific interference is likely to have different im-

pact on different links, which motivates us to mine the

potential opportunity for a sender to transmit packets

concurrently with the interference.

• Link quality is highly related to the interference (inde-

pendent of the technology). Thus an interference-aware

link estimator is badly required to select the strongest link

under different interferences.

IV. OVERVIEW

Smoggy-Link is a practical protocol to exploit the poten-

tial concurrency for adaptive transmission under interference.

Unlike the existing works that merely avoid the interference,

we propose to mine the potential opportunity for concurrent

transmission with the interference. The intuition underlying

Smoggy-Link is our observation that the quality of a sender’s

outbound links are highly related to the ongoing interference.

Thus we can obtain finegrained link information through

a low-cost interference identification method, which further

Fig. 5: Framework of Smoggy-Link.

enables adaptive link selection and intelligent transmission

schedule. Figure 5 presents the framework of Smoggy-Link.

Specifically, Smoggy-Link’s design consists of the follow-

ing three components:

Interference identification. The first step in the design of

Smoggy-Link is to identify the interference. Indeed, almost

every radio communication has a specific channel property

that forms a fingerprint for that particular interference [22, 24],

thus a sender can distinguish different interferences by using

such a fingerprint. The targets of the interference identification

component are i) creating a fingerprint for each interference in

the network environment (i.e., build a fingerprint table), and

ii) identifying the ongoing interference based on the obtained

fingerprint table.

Interference-aware link estimation. This component acts

as a bridge between the interference identification component

and the subsequent data transmission component. Specifically,

based on the historical link quality information under differ-

ent interferences, Smoggy-Link builds a link model which

describes the relationship between the interference and link

quality. Then using this model, Smoggy-Link can obtain fine-

grained link information only based on the low cost inter-

ference identification method. This link quality information

further acts as the input of the subsequent data transmission

component for further decision making.

Interference-adaptive transmission. Based on the link

quality information obtained from the link estimation compo-

nent, the sender adaptively selects the link with the best quality

under the ongoing interference and then intelligently schedules

transmission of packets. This enables the sender to maximize

the throughput under the interference without sacrificing the

packet reception ratio.

V. INTERFERENCE IDENTIFICATION

As shown in [22, 24], each interference instance, indepen-

dent of the technology, leaves a particular fingerprint in the

channel that shapes the channel properties in a unique way.

Thus a node can distinguish different interferences by using

such a fingerprint measured by the built-in RSSI function of

ZigBee radios. In this section, we explain the design of our

interference identification method.
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A. Sampling and Segmentation

Formally, the fingerprint of a certain interference can be

represented in the form of a RSSI feature vector as: F =
[f1, ..., fK ]. As shown in [22], most interference features can

be extracted in a very short time period. Thus we use a 5ms
time window to sample the RSSI sequence in the channel,

which is enough to capture the features of the interference.

The sampled RSSI sequence will be fed into a segmentation

module for further processing.

Target of the segmentation module is to extract the effective

signal (i.e., the busy periods) from the RSSI sequence. Since

an effective signals usually results in a sudden difference

to the noise floor, Smoggy-Link adopts a threshold based

method to detect the start and end points of each busy period.

Such segmentation method is widely adopted in the existing

approaches [22], and its design detail is therefore omitted

here. Denote the RSSI sequence in the sampling window as:

X = {x1, x2, ..., xW }. The output of the segmentation method

are two separated arrays: IS (the position of the start points

of the busy period) and IE (the position of the end points

of the busy period). Specifically, IS = [s1, s2, ..., sNS ] and

IE = [e1, e2, ..., eNE
], where NS and NE are the number of

start points and end points respectively. Without loss of gen-

erality, we assume e1 > s1 (i.e., the sampled RSSI sequence

start with the busy period). Then the k−th busy period can

be represented by X
(busy)
k = [xIS(k)+1, xIS(k)+2, ..., xIE(k)],

and the k−th idle period can be represented by X
(idle)
k =

[xIE(k)+1, xIE(k)+2, ..., xIS(k+1)].

B. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction module takes the set of extracted seg-

ments as input and calculates the fingerprint (i.e., the features)

of the detected interference. Table I lists a set of features

that are found feasible to distinguish different interferences

[22, 24], which describes the temporal behaviours and the

energy characteristics of the interference.

Temporal behaviours. This kind of features describe the

time-domain behaviour of the interference. Particularly, due to

the difference in the Mac layer parameters (such as minimum

packet interval), different interferences exhibit different tem-

poral behaviours which can be used for interference identifi-

cation. We choose two features, i.e. average on-air time (Ton)

and occupancy level (Rocc), to describe temporal behaviour of

the interference. The description and calculation of these two

features is shown in Table I (Ts is the sampling period).

Energy characteristics. Due to different PHY modulation

techniques, different interferences exhibit different transmit-

ting energy, which can be utilized for interference identifi-

cation. We choose 3 features, i.e. energy span (Es), energy
level (El), and energy variance (Ev) to describe energy of the

interference, and the calculation of these three features is also

shown in Table I.

After extracting the above features, we can build a finger-

print (denoted as Fdet) for the detected interference Idet.

C. Feature-Based Interference Identification

We exploit the K-Means clustering technique to discrimi-

nate different interferences based on the cityblock distances

between their fingerprints. It is worthwhile to note that we

identify the interference instance instead of the particular

technology behind the interference. This is because even the

interferences with the same technology may have different

features (this maybe caused by their difference in hardware

specifications and the location in the network environment),

which makes them have different impact on the links.

Assume that there are M interferences I = {I1, ..., IM} in

the network environment, and their fingerprints are maintained

in a fingerprint table denoted as FTable = {F1, ..., FM}. To

identify the detected interference, we first measure the city-

block distance between Fdet and each fingerprint in FTable,

and obtains a distant set D = {d1, ..., dm, ..., dM}.

dm =

NI∑
k=1

|fk
det − fk

m|. (1)

Idet will be identified as Im if the distant between Idet and

Im (i.e., dm) is the minimum and dm satisfies dm < dth
(where dth is a pre-determined threshold). In addition, to keep

the FTable up-to-date, we use moving average to update the

FTable as:

Fm = λ · Fm + (1− λ) · Fdet. (2)

Where λ is an adjustable parameter which is set as 0.9 in our

implementation. To note that, if min(D) > dth, Idet will be

treated as a new interference. Then the node would add its

feature fingerprint Fdet into FTable.

VI. INTERFERENCE-AWARE LINK ESTIMATION

As shown in Section III, link quality is highly related to

the interference. This means that we can predict the link

quality based on the result of the interference identification

component. To do so, we firstly need a model that can capture

the relationship between interference and link characteristic.

In this section, we propose to build a link model to i)

predict the PRR of the sender’s outbound links based on the

interference information; and ii) predict the arrival time of

the coming white space based on the observed transmission

pattern of the interference.

A. Interference-Aware Link Model

LinkMap. For computing and updating PRR, each sender S
constructs a LinkMap to maintain PRRs of its outbound links

under different interferences, forming as follows:

LMM×N =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

prrI1S,L1
prrI1S,L2

· · · prrI1S,LN

prrI2S,L1
prrI2S,L2

· · · prrI2S,LN

...
... prrImS,Ln

...

prrIMS,L1
prrIMS,L2

· · · prrIMS,LN

prr∅S,L1
prr∅S,L2

· · · prr∅S,LN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(3)
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Feature Calculation Category

(1) Average on-air time (Ton) Ton =
∑min(NS,NE)

k=1 (ek−sk)·Ts

NS Temporal behaviour of interferers

(2) Occupancy level Rocc Rocc =
∑min(NS,NE)

k=1 (ek−sk)
∑minNS,NE

i=1 (si+1−si)

(3) Energy span during interference (Es) Es = max(X(busy))−min(X(busy))

Energy characteristics(4) Energy level during interference (El) El =
∑min(NS,NE)

k=1 X
(busy)
k

NS

(5) Energy variance during interference (Ev) Ev =
∑min(NS,NE)

k=1 (X
(busy)
k −El)

2

NS

(6) Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) PAPR = max(X(busy))− El

TABLE I: Features Utilized for Interference Identification.

where {L1, ..., LN} is S′s outbound link set, denoted as

LS, and {I1, ..., IM} are the interferences in the network

environment. prrImS,Ln
means the PRR of Link Ln under

interference Im. In addition, the LinkMap also maintains a

entry (the last entry) for the case that there is no interference.

Using the LinkMap, the sender S can obtain PRRs of the

outbound links under a specific interference. For example, if

S detects Im, it extracts the entry relevant to Im (i.e. prrIS,L1
,

..., prrIS,Ln
), and fed it to data transmission component (which

will be discussed in Section VII) for further decision making.

Measurement in practice. Initially, the LinkMap is empty

and thus when a new interference is detected by the inter-

ference identification component, the sender has to rely on

burst probing, which is used in [11], to measure PRRs of the

outbound links in LS. The reason to use burst probing, instead

of classical periodic probing, is that we need to measure the

up-to-date PRRs of links under the current interference, which

cannot be captured by periodic probing that utilizes history

information for PRR estimation. In the meantime, to avoid the

collision between the interference and the ACK, the ACKs

are piggybacked on the future normal data traffic from the

receivers instead of replied immediately. After receiving the

ACKs, the sender can compute the PRR of each link in LS

under the new interference, and add it to the LinkMap.

In addition, to keep the LinkMap up-to-date, the sender also

updates LinkMap via normal data traffic. Specifically, if the

sender selects Link Ln as the best link and transmits a series

of packets through Ln under a certain interference Im, it would

obtain a PRR for this transmission task denoted as prrIm new

S,Ln
.

Then prrImS,Ln
can be updated using weighted moving average

as follows:

prrImS,Ln
= θ · prrImS,Ln

+ (1− θ) · prrIm new

S,Ln
. (4)

where θ is a tunable parameter which is set as 0.9 in our

implementation.

B. Modeling the White Space Pattern

The Pareto Model. Although the sender has opportunities

to transmit data when the channel is busy, the ACK must

arrive at the sender when the channel is temporary idle (i.e.,

in the white space of the interference), otherwise collisions

will occur. Thus the arrival process of the white space of

the interference should be carefully modeled for controlling

the ACK transmissions of ZigBee in presence of interference.

As shown in [4, 25], the network traffic typically exhibits

the self-similar 1 nature. Thus we use the Pareto model, the

most widely adopted model to describe the self-similarity

phenomenon, to fit the distribution of the white space as

follows:

P (x > t) =

{
(αw

t )βW t > αW

1 otherwise
(5)

where P (x > t) presents the probability that the length of the

coming white space is larger than t. αW and βW are the scale

and shape of the Pareto model respectively. Specifically, αW

can be given by the minimum of the white space length, and

βW is given by λW

λW−αW
, where λ is the average length of the

white space. In addition, we can also model the length of black

space (i.e., the white space interval) and the white/black period

using Pareto model with parameter (αB , βB) and (αC , βC).
Measurement of α and β. When a new interference is

detected by the identification component, the sender samples

the channel and measures the interval between two interference

signals in order to build the white space model. Since the on-

air time of ZigBee ACK is at least 200μs (accounting for the

software overhead), thus only the interval longer than 200μs
is considered as a sample of white space. The spaces between

white spaces are treated as black spaces. Then α and β can

be calculated based on the minimum and average value of the

white/black segments. The size of the sampling window is set

as 30ms, which is long enough to ensure the accuracy of the

Pareto model.
The value of α and β, together with the LinkMap, are

stored in a ILTable (interference-link table) which provides

fine-grained link and interference information (i.e. PRRs and

(α, β)) to data transmission component (Section VII) for

further decision making. We set a timer Tm (1 ≤ m ≤ M )

for each interferer Im, which records the duration since the

last appearance of Im. Tm would be reset to zero when Im
is detected. If Tm exceeds a predefined lifetime (such as half

an hour), Im would be considered as moved away or turned

OFF, and thus entry ‘Im’ would be deleted from the ILTable.

VII. INTERFERENCE-ADAPTIVE DATA TRANSMISSION

Target of the data transmission component is to adaptively

select the link with the best quality under the detected inter-

1The self-similarity is a feature of arrival process with heavytailed or power
law distributed inter-arrival time[4, 25].
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ference and then schedule the transmission of data and ACKs

for high channel utilization and low collision probability.

A. Concurrent Transmission v.s. Backoff Transmission

Before a transmission task, the sender should first determine

the transmission mode, which refers to the option of con-

current transmission (denoted as Hc) or backoff transmission

(denoted as Hc) through the selected best link. Particularly,

concurrent transmission may improve the throughput, but

suffers from low energy efficiency for retransmissions due to

the relatively low PRR. On another hand, backoff transmission

enables a sender to circumvent the interference, which brings

better PRR but suffers from poor throughput. To this end,

we propose an adaptive transmission method, which enables

a node to predict the transmission capability and energy effi-

ciency of each transmission mode, and then make a decision

based on the predict result.

We define the transmission capability as the expected num-

ber of successfully transmitted packet in one white/black

period. Thus under a specific interference Im, a sender can

estimate the transmission capability of concurrent transmission

and backoff transmission as follows:

Cc =

Nc∑
i=0

i∑
k=0

(N˙c-N˙b
k

) · (prrImS,Lc
)k · (1− prrImS,Lc

)N˙c-N˙b-k

+

Nc∑
i=0

i∑
k=0

(
Nb

i−k

) · (prr∅S,Lc
)i−k · (1− prr∅S,Lc

)N˙b-(i-k).

Cb =

Nb∑
i=0

(
Nb

i

) · prr∅S,Lb
· (1− prr∅S,Lb

)Nb−i.

(6)

where Cc and Cb are the transmission capabilities for con-

current and backoff transmission, respectively. Lc is the best

link for the sender S to transmit packets concurrently with Im,

which is selected based on the entry ‘Im’ in the LinkMap. Lb is

the best link for backoff transmission, which is selected based

on the entry ‘∅’ in the LinkMap. Nc and Nb are the maximum

number of successfully transmitted packets for concurrent and

backoff transmission in one white/black period. Assuming that

the time for transmitting one packet is Tp, then Nc and Nb can

be estimated as Nc = Tblack+Twhite

Tp
and Nc = Twhite

Tp
. Tblack

and Twhite can be obtained from the inverse Pareto function

as Tblack = P−1
b (p) = αB

βB
√
p

and Twhite = P−1
w (p) = αW

βW
√
p

,

which give the length of black space and white space for a

given confidence interval p.

In addition, assume the energy cost for transmitting one

packet is Etrans. Thus the energy efficiency of concurrent

transmission and backoff transmission can be calculated as

Ec =
Cc

Etrans·Nc
and Eb =

Cb

Etrans·Nb
, respectively.

Then, given a predefined energy efficient constraint (denote

as Eth), the sender would make a choice between concurrent

transmission and backoff transmission. Specifically, if both

the two transmission modes satisfy E > Eth, we choose

(a) Example of collision C1

(b) Example of collision C2

(c) Example of data and ACK scheduling

Fig. 6: Two Collision Cases and the Solution.

concurrent transmission or backoff transmission by comparing

their transmission capacity as follows:{
Hc Cc > Cb

Hb Cc ≤ Cb
(7)

otherwise, we choose Hc or Hb by comparing their energy

efficiency:

{
Hc Ec > Eb

Hb Ec ≤ Eb
(8)

If mode Hc is selected, the sender would immediately

transmit packets through link Lc. Otherwise, the sender would

pause the transmission and makes a random backoff, and then

transmit packets through link Lb.

B. Schedule of Data and ACKs

Target of the schedule mechanism is to carefully control the

transmission of data packets and ACKs to achieve high channel

utilization and low collision probability. Collisions between

the ACK and the interference can be classified into two cases:

i) the collision with the black space in the next black/white

period, which caused by a long data period Tdata, as shown

in Figure 6(a). We denote such collision as C1.

ii) the collision with the black space in the current

black/white period, which caused by a short data period Tdata,

as shown in Figure 6(b). We denote such collision as C2.

Figure 6(c) illustrates an example of the scheduling mech-

anism. To avoid the collision C1, the sender should first set

a constraint on the length of the data period. In addition, to

avoid the collision C2 the sender has to predict the arrive time

of the next white space, and then notifies the receiver to wait

Twait after receiving the last data packet and then reply the

ACK. This back-off saves the ACK from colliding with the

current interference.
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1) Limiting the length of data period: As shown in Figure

6(a), to avoid collision C1, the length of data period Tdata

must satisfies that:

Tdata < ρblack + Twhite (9)

where ρblack is the remaining duration of Tblack upon the

start of data transmission. It is easy to understand that C1

occurs if the first data packet arrives Tperiod−Tdata later than

the start of the current black space (Tperiod is the length of

one white/black period as shown in Figure 6(a)). Assume that

ρblack is uniformly distributed over the entire black space, the

probability of C1 can be estimated as min{ Tdata

Tperiod
, 1}.

Based on the proposed pareto model in Section VI, the

expected probability of C1 is given by

PC1
(Tdata) = 1− 1

βC
(
αC

Tdata
)βC−1 (10)

Given a specific probability threshold Cth, Tdata must

satisfies:

PC1(Tdata) < Cth (11)

By solving Equation (11), we set a constrain on Tdata as

follows:

Tdata < T
(max)
data =

α

(β · (1− Cth))
1

β−1

(12)

Therefore, before a sender starts a sending task with n data

packet, it should first compare the required Tdata with T
(max)
data .

If Tdata > T
(max)
data , the sender has to reduce the packet number

in the current white/black period utile the Tdata satisfy the

constraint shown in Equation 12.

2) Adjusting the arrive time of ACKs: As shown in Figure

6(b), C2 occurs if Tdata < ρblack. Thus in this scenario, the

sender has to estimate the arrive time of the next white space

based on the Pareto model in Section VI, and notifies the

receiver to wait Twait before replying the ACK. Specifically,

Twait should satisfies:

Tdata + Twait > ρblack (13)

Thus, the probability of C2 can be estimated as

min{Tblack−(Tdata+Twait)
Tblack

, 1}. Then the expected collision

probability of C2 is given by

PC2(Twait) =
1

βB
(

αB

Tdata + Twait
)βB−1 (14)

Given a collision probability threshold Cth, Twaite must

satisfies:

PC2(Twait) < Cth (15)

By solving Equation (15), we set a constrain on Twait as

follows:

Twait > T
(min)
wait =

αB

(βB · Cth)
1

βB−1

− Tdata (16)

T
(min)
wait is piggybacked on the last data packet sent to the

receiver. If T
(min)
wait ≤ 0, the receiver can rely the ACKs

Fig. 7: Layout of the Experiment Setup.

immediately. Otherwise, it has to wait at least T
(min)
wait before

replying the ACKs. To note that, Smoggy-Link uses one

ACK to reply all the data packets transmitted in the current

white/black period. To do that, each data packet has to

piggyback its sequence number and the number of the packets

to be transmitted in this period.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation results of Smoggy-

Link. We implemented Smoggy-Link in TinyOS 2.x on TelosB

motes equipped with 802.15.4 radios, and evaluate its perfor-

mance in terms of interference identification accuracy, link

estimation accuracy, throughput and retransmission cost.

A. Experimental Setup

The experiment takes place in a large conference room, and

the deployment scenario is depicted in Figure 7. We randomly

deploy 7 nodes in the room, where one is the sender and the

rests are receivers. Transmission power of the sender is set

to level 5. The experiment lasts for 60 min, during which

the sender periodically broadcasts 200-byte payload packets

at a rate of 10 packets per second, and the receivers listen

and record the sequence numbers of the received packets. All

experiments are conducted in the 12th channel.

The locations of the interferers are highlighted in Figure 7

as circles denoted as A, B, C, and D. Specifically, two Wi-Fi

interferers are located at location A (denote as Wi − Fi(1))
and B (denote as Wi − Fi(2)), respectively. Two Bluetooth

interferers are located at location C (denote as Bluetooth(1))

and D (denote as Bluetooth(2)), respectively. During the ex-

periment, we periodically turn ON each interferer to generate

interference signal for 10min. The ON/OFF pattern of the

interferers is shown in Figure 8 (a).

Compared schemes:
• Smoggy-Link: is the proposed design in this paper.

• Beacon+CSMA off: transmission method with CSMA

disabled using beacon-based link estimation.

• Beacon+CSMA on: transmission method with CSMA

enabled using beacon-based link estimation.

Specifically, Smoggy-Link and Beacon+‘CSMA off’ adopt

interference concurrency, while Beacon+ ‘CSMA on’ adopts

interference avoidance.
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Identified as A B C D

A. Wi− Fi(1) 94.3 3.4 0.2 2.1

B. Wi− Fi(2) 3.2 95 0.7 1.1

C. Bluetooth(1) 4.3 3.4 90.1 2.2

D. Bluetooth(2) 3.5 2.7 5.3 90.9

TABLE II: Confusion Matrix of the Interference Identification

Component.

B. Interference Identification Accuracy

We first evaluate the performance of Smoggy-Link’s inter-

ference identification component, which is particulary impor-

tant for the performance of the whole system. During the

experiment, the sender collects the RSSI segments of the

interferences and identify it. The interference identification is

triggered every 6s (i.e., before every transmission task).

Table II shows the confusion matrix for the interference

identification component. Each element in the matrix corre-

sponds to the fraction of the interference in the row that is

identified as the interference in the column. The table tells

that i) Smoggy-Link achieves a max identification accuracy

of 95% and an average accuracy of 92.35%, with a standard

deviation of 2.26%; and ii) the average accuracy for identify-

ing bluetooth (about 90%) is lower than that of WIFI (about

95%). This is because the energy level of Bluetooth is not so

stable as Wi-Fi. The above results show that the interference

identification method can distinguish different interferences

with high accuracy by using only RSSI segments.

C. Link Estimation Accuracy

We evaluate link estimation performance of Smoggy-Link

by observing the link selection behavior of the sender. As

shown in the previous sections, link selection is highly

depended on the current interference in the network. The

sender would select the best link based on the interference

identification result. Figure 8(a) shows the ground trues of the

ON/OFF pattern of the interferers, and Figure 8(b) shows a

comparison between the corresponding link selection behav-

iors of Smoggy-Link and beacon based link estimator.

In Figure 8(b), the matrix-color mapping table shows the

PRR of different links (a lighter color means a higher PRR).

The square and circle markers show the link selection traces

of Smoggy-Link and beacon-based estimator, respectively. As

shown in the figure, under the interference free environment

(period 1-10 min), both Smoggy-Link and beacon-based esti-

mator select Link 3 for data transmission. However, once the

Wi − Fi(1) is turned ON, the quality of Link 3 decreases

sharply. Smoggy-Link can quickly adapt to this change by

switching to Link 2 which exhibits higher PRR, and thus

successfully circumvents the interference it would else have

experienced. However, beacon based link estimator always

select Link 4 (with a probability of 39%) instead. We can

observe similar behaviors when the Wi−Fi(2), Bluetooth(1)

and Bluetooth(2) is ON. The reason that Smoggy-Link’s

performance is better than beacon based estimator is that

Smoggy-Link makes link selection based on the up-to-date

Fig. 8: Link Selection Behavior Comparison.

interference information, while beacon-based estimator relies

on the outdated packet reception history. In addition, collision

between ACKs and the interference would undermine the

performance of the beacon based estimator.

D. Network Performance

Throughput. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the comparison of

different schemes on throughput. We quantify the throughput

by counting the total packets received by the 6 receivers

during a period of 10 seconds windows. As shown in Figure

9(a), the throughput of the interference avoidance method

(i.e., Beacon+‘CSMA on’) is far less than that of interference

concurrency methods (i.e., Beacon+‘CSMA off’ and Smoggy-

Link) because the former would suppress the opportunities

of concurrent transmissions. Beacon+‘CSMA off’ attains the

largest throughput among the three schemes. This is because

Beacon+‘CSMA off’ can maximally exploit the concurrent

opportunities by completely turn off the CSMA, which how-

ever leads to poor PRR and thus high energy consumption for

packet retransmission. Compared with Beacon+‘CSMA on’,

Smoggy-Link can improve the throughput by 33%, because

Smoggy-Link can quickly confirm the feasibility of exploiting

concurrent opportunity by considering the PRR under the

current interference.

In addition, Figure 9(b) shows how different interferences

impact the throughput of ZigBee. We can see that, throughput

of Smoggy-Link only decreases slightly even under strong

interferences (such as Interference A and B). While the

Beacon+‘CSMA on’ suffers serious decline on throughput,

especially under strong interference (with a degradation of

45% compared with the scenario that there is no interference).

Retransmission. Although concurrent transmission is

adopted in Smoggy-Link, indicating the PRR will decrease

in some degree, the retransmission count is comparable with

that of interference avoidance approaches, shown in Figure

9(c). Figure 9(c) shows that as Smoggy-Link can adaptively

select the strongest link under different interference, its cost for

retransmission is obviously less than that of Beacon+‘CSMA

off’ and almost equal to that of Beacon+‘CSMA on’.
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(a) Distribution of throughput (b) Throughput under different interference (c) Distribution of retransmission

Fig. 9: Network Performances Comparison.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose Smoggy-Link to exploit poten-

tial concurrency for adaptive transmission under interference.

Smoggy-Link maintains a link model which can estimate the

outbound link’s conditional packet reception ratio in realtime

under different interference and select the strongest link for

concurrent transmission. In addition, Smoggy-Link can in-

telligently schedule the transmission of data and ACKs to

achieve both high channel utilization and low ACK collision

probability. We implement and evaluate a prototype of our

approach with TinyOS and TelosB motes. The evaluation

results show that Smoggy-Link has consistent improvements in

both throughput and packet reception ratio under interference

from various interferers.
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